Abstract-This study presents an integrated algorithm for forecasting gasoline demand based on genetic algorithm (GA) with variable parameters using stochastic procedures, conventional regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA). The proposed algorithm uses ANOVA to select either GA or conventional regression for future demand estimation. Furthermore, if the null hypothesis in ANOVA F-test is rejected, the least significant difference (LSD) method is used to identify which model is closer to actual data at α level of significance. It also uses minimum absolute percentage of error (MAPE) when the null hypothesis in ANOVA is accepted to select from GA or regression model. The significance of the proposed algorithm is twofold. First, it is flexible and identifies the best model based on the results of ANOVA and MAPE. Second, the proposed algorithm may identify conventional regression as the best model for future gasoline demand forecasting because of its dynamic structure, whereas previous studies assume that GA always provide the best solutions and estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
HERE is an array of methods that are available today for forecasting energy price. An appropriate method is chosen based on the nature of the available data, desired nature, and level of details of the estimation. A customary approach is to employ more than one method and then to compare the estimations to arrive at a more accurate assessment [1] . According to the increasing demand of gasoline, demand function estimation is extremely essential. The estimation of gasoline demand based on economic indicators may be done with different kinds of mathematical models [2] . These equations might be linear or non-linear. Due to the fluctuations of economic indicators, the non-linear forms of the equations can estimate gasoline demand more effectively. The non-linearity of economical indicators and energy demand has lead to search for different solution approach methods of genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms are optimizing and stochastic search techniques which possess vast and powerful applications.
Conventional regression analysis refers to a set of methods by which estimates are made for the model parameters from the knowledge of the values of a given input-output data set. The goals of the regression analysis are finding an appropriate mathematical model, and determining the best fitting coefficients of the model from the given data. Along with intelligent approaches, regression has been used for energy consumption estimation [3, 4] . Statistical methods such as regression models [5] , Box Jenkins model [6] , exponential smoothing [7] cannot represent complex nonlinear relationships among factors.
Therefore, Artificial Intelligence-based algorithms are being used widely. GA have been successfully used for assessment, estimation and forecasting [8] .
The proposed algorithm uses ANOVA to select either GA or conventional regression for future demand estimation. Furthermore, if the null hypothesis in ANOVA F-test is rejected, the least significant difference (LSD) method is used to identify which model is closer to actual data at α level of significance. It also uses minimum absolute percentage error (MAPE) when the null hypothesis in ANOVA is accepted to select from GA or regression model.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several methods and algorithms have been used in the literature for estimation and forecasting. Genetic algorithm (GA) is used widely in different areas because of its exclusive features [1, 9, 10] . Also, a recent study shows the integration of GA and neural networks to estimate and predict electrical energy consumption in short term [2, 11, 12] . Nonlinear programming (NLP) and GA are proposed for estimating the natural gas consumption in Iran [13] . A hybrid algorithm is presented in [14] , to determine generation expansion planning (GEP), in a pool market and an improved GA (IGA) method is used to find the best solution of each generation company (GENCO) for decision-making of investment. Two different GA approaches are used in [15] to estimate the energy demand. GA is also used to estimate transport energy demand in Turkey [16] . New way of forecasting electric load is discussed in [17] .Another method which has been used extensively in the literature for estimation is regression [18, 19] . 
III. METHOD: INTEGRATED ALGORITHM
The economic indicators which are used in this paper are price, GDP, number of vehicles and gasoline demand in the last periods. The proposed algorithm may be used to estimate gasoline demand in future by optimizing parameter values. The proposed algorithm uses ANOVA to select either GA or conventional regression for future demand estimation. Furthermore, if the null hypothesis in ANOVA F-test is rejected, the least significant difference (LSD) method is used to identify which model is closer to actual data at α level of significance. It also uses minimum absolute percentage error (MAPE) when the null hypothesis in ANOVA is accepted to select from GA or regression model.
A. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is similar to the natural evolution process where a population of specific specie adapts to the natural environment under consideration, a population of designs is created and then allowed to evolve in order to adapt to the design environment under consideration. These algorithms were directly described by [20] and have taken attention to solve optimizing problems. The fundamental principal of genetic algorithms first was introduced by [21] . The goodness or badness of the answer is determined by the value returned by the goal function. The more suitable answers have bigger fitness. To make a chance of survival more, its survival probability is considered according to its fitness value. Therefore the fittest chromosome takes part to produce offspring which are more probable. Genetic algorithm encompasses three main operators: selection, crossover and mutation
B. Conventional Regression
The integrated algorithm of this study proposes testing various regression models such as linear logarithmic, exponential, second and higher order to identify the best fit. For instance a linear-logarithmic model (different model) of gasoline demand is shown Equation (1).
Log Gas X X Log Gas X Log price X Log GDP X Log vehicles
C. Analysis of Variance
The estimated results of genetic algorithm, regression method and actual data are compared by ANOVA F-test. The experiment should be designed in a way that variability arising from extraneous sources can be systematically controlled. Time is the common source of variability in the experiment that can be systematically controlled through blocking [22] . Therefore a blocked design of ANOVA may be applied. The hypothesis is as shown in (2):
Where µ1, µ2 and µ3 are the average estimation values obtained from regression, actual data and genetic algorithm, respectively tested at α significance level.
If the null hypothesis is accepted then the preferred model is the one which has lower MAPE error. Otherwise, if the null hypothesis is rejected Least Significant Difference (LSD) is used to compare treatment means and to select the preferred model. Montgomery [22] prescribed the use of either LSD or Duncan's Multiple Range experiments. There are 2(b -1) degrees of freedom for error at α level of significance where b is number of blocks or observation for the 3 treatments (actual data, regression and GA) to perform LSD method the following equation is used where MSE is the mean square error obtained from ANOVA:
IV. EXPERIMENT: THE CASE STUDY
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A. The Regression Model
We used the data from 1972 to 1986 for modeling and parameters evaluation, the linear-logarithmic model was estimated by Omitted Least Square (OLS) method as shown in Equation (3). The result of previous studies with respect to R2 is provided in Table 2 . It further verifies linear-logarithmic model as the best fitted model [23, 24] . Gasoline demand is then forecasted for the test period (1987 to 2002). Table 3 shows the difference between actual and regressed data. 
B. 9 B The Genetic Algorithm Estimation
The demand function for GA is shown in Model (4). By changing the presumption of GA, the performances of the three GA models have been considered as shown in Tables 4,  5 and 6, respectively.
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C. 1 0 B RESULTS AND ANALSIS
Gasoline consumption has been predicated for the years 1987-2002 by the three GA models. The regressed GA models and their differences with actual data are shown in Table 7 . The first performance model is selected as the ideal candidate for ANOVA since it has the smallest sum square error (SSE) amongst the three models. Next section describes the one-way blocked ANOVA for regression, actual data and the selected GA model 
D. 1 1 B Analysis of Variance
Clearly, the first performance model gives the smallest sum of squares (Table 7) . Therefore, it is selected as the best GA for comparison with actual data and the best regression (LLM) through ANOVA. The average gasoline consumption within years 1987-2002 has been analyzed by ANOVA for the above treatments at α = 0.05 and as is seen in 
= t LSD
Furthermore, it is concluded that the significant difference between conventional regression (LLM) and actual data and the selected GA are the reasons for rejection of null hypothesis. Hence, the selected GA is the preferred model for forecasting gasoline consumption estimation. Figure 1 shows a comparison between the best performance of GA (which is the first one) and the regressed model according to their MAPE. It is obvious that as the test data decreases the MAPE value for GA increases, while it remains almost the same for conventional regression. However, in most cases the selected GA dominates the selected conventional regression. The integrated approach may be used to estimate and forecast gasoline demand in various sectors including industrial, residential and service. Moreover, it could be used as an ideal strategic tool in countries facing with shortage or issues of gasoline. The integrated GA approach could resolve issues related to gasoline shortage. This study presented an integrated algorithm for forecasting gasoline demand based on genetic algorithm (GA) with variable parameters using stochastic procedures, conventional regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA). The proposed algorithm may be used to estimate gasoline demand in future by optimizing parameter values. The GA applied in this study has been tuned for all its parameters and the best coefficients with minimum error are identified, while all parameter values are tested concurrently. Based on the results of ANOVA selected GA is the preferred model for forecasting gasoline consumption estimation in this study. The curve for demand estimation using GA and actual data shows a good fitness while the relative error of GA method is significantly smaller than that of the regression method. To verify our findings a one-way randomized block ANOVA was applied to compare GA, regression and actual data. It was found that at α = 0.05 the three treatments are not equal and therefore LSD method was used to identify which model is closer to actual data. Moreover, it was shown that genetic algorithm has a much better estimated values for gasoline consumption in Iran.
